**THE SILENT AUCTION**

**GETAWAYS**

**STAYCATION AT THE ST. REGIS WITH DINNER AT DAVIO’S**

**VALUE: $750**

Get away without the stress of travel. Enjoy a one-night stay in a superior king room with breakfast for two (up to $50) in Astor Court at the St. Regis Atlanta—the luxurious “intown” resort in the heart of Buckhead—where exceptional service and uncompromising elegance are the hallmark. Complete your staycation with a $250 dinner for two at Davio’s Northern Italian Steakhouse at Phipps Plaza. Available through December 30, 2014.

**GOLF AND LODGING AT SEA ISLAND**

**VALUE: $1,815**

Relax on Georgia’s most secluded Golden Isle, Sea Island, with two nights’ accommodations for two people (one room) at the Forbes Five-Star Cloister or the English country manor styled Lodge. Known as a golfer’s paradise, this package includes one round of golf per person on one of Sea Island’s three championship courses, cart and forecaddie provided. Resort fee and tax are included. Available through April 12, 2015.

**MONTANA ESCAPE**

**VALUE: $5,000**

Experience the best of a private hunting lodge, dude ranch, fly fishing retreat, and ski resort—in a single world class location—at the Montana Sporting Club. Choose a winter package with 6 days/5 nights, available November 2014 through April 2015, or a summer package with 5 days/4 nights, available May through October 2015. Your Montana escape includes a well-appointed luxury log cabin (accommodates 6–8 guests), exclusive member-only access to private sporting club activities and amenities, and a personal ranch host to assist and attend to your group during your stay.

**TWO FIRST CLASS TICKETS ON DELTA AIR LINES**

**VALUE: $1,500**

Traveling first class on Delta doesn’t just mean you’re first on the plane. From the moment you arrive at the Sky Priority counter to the moment you retrieve your expedited bags from the carousel, Delta puts you first. Certificates are for first class travel for two passengers on Delta Air Lines within the U.S. 48 states and Canada. Bag fees are the responsibility of the successful bidder. Governmental taxes and security fees may apply and will be determined at the time of ticketing. Available through April 30, 2015.
BEHIND-THE-SCENES TOUR AND DINNER AT THE CARLOS MUSEUM FOR EIGHT

VALUE: $2,500

A custom behind-the-scenes tour of the Carlos Museum, dinner catered by Dennis Dean Catering—a Best of Atlanta caterer—and décor provided by esteemed event designer Robert Long will make this a memorable affair. Redeem by May 30, 2015. Dates subject to availability.

CHEF’S DINNER AT UMI SUSHI FOR EIGHT

VALUE: $2,500

UMI unites classic along with modern Japanese flavors in a sophisticated, contemporary setting. Designed by Atlanta artist Todd Murphy, the interior is elegant, yet simple with organic, earthy elements closely reflecting the pure and clean qualities of Asian fare. Chef Fuyuhiko Ito’s menu showcases the freshest fish from the world’s finest markets and highest quality ingredients available. The Chef’s Dinner offers a unique four course meal, with premium sake, wine, champagne, or cocktail pairings per course.

NEIMAN MARCUS PRIVATE LUNCH FOR TWELVE

VALUE: $1,000

You and eleven of your friends will be treated to lunch and a fashion show at Neiman Marcus.

BENTLEY MOTORS PEBBLE BEACH EXPERIENCE WITH AIRFARE, AUGUST 14–18, 2014

VALUE: $6,000

The 2014 Bentley Pebble Beach Experience will provide you and a guest with four-days of VIP treatment at the 2014 Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance, the most renowned automotive event of the year. Your visit will include reservations at the prestigious Inn at Spanish Bay (guests will be responsible for the cost of accommodations during the event) in the heart of Pebble Beach as well as access to the most sought-after events over the course of the weekend. Enjoy exclusive test drives in the latest Bentley products and access to the Bentley Home, all within the idealistic setting of the Monterey Peninsula. This package also includes access to selected social and motoring experiences during the Concours d’Elegance. Two coach class tickets on Delta Air Lines will get you there.

BURBERRY

VALUE: TBD

Established in 1856, Burberry is a British brand with a heritage of innovation, craftsmanship, and design. The company began with the invention of gabardine, the weatherproof fabric patented by Thomas Burberry, who later designed the trench coat, which retains its iconic status today. See the Burberry auction display for details about this offering.

CUSTOM BRACELET BY VICTOR VELYAN

VALUE: $18,000

Truly a treasure, this 24K pure gold and silver cuff finished in a brown patina was hand crafted by Victor Velyan specifically in honor of Veneralia and donated on behalf of Neiman Marcus. Velyan found inspiration in Africa and embellished the bracelet with foliage, zebra, and giraffe motifs to create this one-of-a-kind bracelet. An award-winning jewelry designer for over 20 years, Velyan is an industry innovator whose creations adorn celebrities and grace the pages of national magazines.
**CHANEL BAG**  
**VALUE:** $1,500  
Beautifully crafted, this classic Chanel wallet in caviar leather with silver hardware includes a chain for easy carrying as a handbag.

**CHANEL J12 WATCH**  
**VALUE:** $6,850  
From Chanel Horlogerie and Carlos Museum supporter Neiman Marcus, the Chanel J12, 38mm watch in hi-tech black ceramic with diamond hour markers is an icon of 21st-century watch making. Quartz movement.

**FENDI 2JOURS HANDBAG**  
**VALUE:** $2,350  
Originally designed by Silvia Venturini Fendi, the splendid, sophisticated Fendi 2Jours bag has a versatile and enduring style. Its name is a play on the dualism concept each Fendi design embodies—the number 2 and the French adverb toujours, which means "always."

**SCOOTER**  
**VALUE:** $1,500  
Have fun while riding in style. The Federal 50 scooter from BMS includes luxury 2-tone color painting, halogen light bulbs, an emergency shut-off switch, stainless steel nuts and bolts, a 3-instrument gauge panel, is fully automatic with an extended powerful engine, has 10" alloy rims, ABS, and receives up to 80–100 miles per gallon.

**STOCK YOUR BAR**  
**VALUE:** $500  
Be your own mixologist with a well-stocked bar. With this package you’ll take home three bottles of Taittinger Champagne, two bottles each of Van Gogh Vodka and Van Gogh Gin, and a bottle each of Famous Grouse Scotch, Buffalo Creek Bourbon, Hennessy Cognac, Chambord, Vermouth, and Sambuca. Cheers!

**TUDOR WATCH FROM TOURNEAU**  
**VALUE:** $3,400  
A Tudor watch lives, pulsates. Meticulous craftsmanship builds each watch and brings it to life. Pleasing to the eye and exciting to the mind, this precision mechanism withstands the rigors of time. Every phase of the assembly, every technical solution is focused on one thing alone: your total satisfaction in an object of absolute precision. Exceptional materials, durability, and strength of design make each watch a unique object. The eyes of dozens of skilled experts make sure that the watch that will finally adorn your wrist—under your own watchful scrutiny—will give you complete aesthetic pleasure.

**VANQUISH DERMATOLOGY SERVICE**  
**VALUE:** $3,000  
Dr. Anna Paré of Dermatology Consultants offers this Vanquish treatment package to melt your fat away. Vanquish is a revolutionary radio-frequency device that selectively targets fat with fine-tuned heat energy for safe and measurable cosmetic body treatments without the cost and recovery of surgery. Noticeable aesthetic results can be achieved on the problematic midsection. The certificate is good for four, 30 minute Vanquish treatments through August 30, 2014.
WINES
From the cellar of Steven Goodman, these two distinctive collections of fine red wine are the perfect addition to your cellar or accompaniment for your festive occasions.

6 BOTTLES – GROUP ONE
VALUE: $675
1999 Arietta Cabernet
1999 Hewitt Cabernet
1999 Sequoia Cabernet
1999 Silver Oak Cabernet
2009 BV George Latour Cabernet
2011 Uproot Cabernet

6 BOTTLES – GROUP TWO
VALUE: $600
1994 Guglielmo Private Reserve Cabernet
1999 Robert Modavi Reserve
1999 Whitehall Lane Reserve Cabernet
2001 Arrowood Special Reserve Cabernet
2001 Corison Cabernet
2006 Signorello Cabernet